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Abstract

Semi-perennial crops, once planted, can be harvested for several periods. This multi-yield
character results in an opportunity cost of abandonment that affects optimal conversion
decisions in a way that is reminiscent of conventional conversion costs. In the presence
of uncertainty, when it is possible to choose between annual and semi-perennial crops, the
possibility of benefiting from a stream of harvests entails some hysteresis in favor of the latter,
even if conversion costs are nil. In particular, this analysis accounts for recent evidence that
sugarcane – a semi-perennial crop used for ethanol production in Brazil – has a low elasticity
to price changes.
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1 Introduction

Concerns over anthropogenic greenhouse gases emissions have led a number of countries

to implement polices favoring the production and use of biofuels (e.g. subsidies, biofuels

mandates). These policies resulted in a significant increase in land acreage allocated to

energy crops such as sugarcane (Brazil), maize (US) or palm trees (Indonesia). A closer look

at the characteristics of the different energy crops currently produced reveals that some of

the most used are in fact semi-perennial, i.e. they can be harvested for several seasons before

requiring to be re-planted.1 This is for instance the case for sugarcane and switchgrass.

This paper addresses a farmer’s choice of planting either semi-perennial or conventional

annual crops under stochastic returns, from a real-option perspective. In particular, it focuses

on the effect of differences in investment timing (at each period for annual crops; every given

period for semi-perennials) on farmers’ land-use decisions given uncertainty.

Prior studies applying the option-value theory to optimal rural land-use decisions under

uncertainty have mainly focused on decisions involving forests. In these studies, the perennial

nature of trees gives rise to two different kinds of option values, linked to different types of

irreversibilities. On the one hand, by exercising his option to cut trees, the agent accepts

to forego potential future higher income from timber harvest (e.g. Willasen, 1998; Ben

Abdallah and Lasserre, 2012). On the other hand, this opens a new option to plant trees

– possibly of other species – or to convert land to an alternative use such as traditional

agriculture, albeit a, possibly high, sunk conversion cost (Schatzki, 2003).

The sources of option values described above do not, however, generally apply to conver-

sion decisions between non-perennial agricultural crops. In fact, “for some types of land use

conversions, [sunk] costs may be much lower”, as pointed out by Schatzki (2003). Zero con-

1The harvesting cycle of a semi-perennial may go from 3 to more than 7 harvesting seasons.
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version costs imply that agents can immediately convert land to an alternative use, without

any loss of wealth. There is thus no value from delaying conversion decisions. In the same

fashion, the specific option-value related to foregone timber growth value does not apply to

traditional crops which are harvested every season.

Nonetheless, when considering the decision of planting either annual or semi-perennial

crops, we show that the latter are such that conversion to annuals entails some opportunity

costs, reminiscent of the irreversible consequences of cutting trees. Since the same plant may

be harvested (without uprooting) and re-grown for several seasons, once planted, these crops

can provide a valuable stream of income (harvests) for several dates, before reaching a zero

value. Such continuous streams of profits are absent in the case of forests which only provide

revenues when cut. Nevertheless, the similarity with trees lays in the fact that if conversion

from the semi-perennial to the annual crop intervenes in the middle of the harvest cycle, the

agent is accepting to forego future free harvests. Hence, there is an opportunity cost that

entails a value of remaining in semi-perennial production, even absent any conversion costs.

Annual crops, on the contrary, have to be replanted each season, implying no opportunity

costs of the kind just described.

In line with our results, recent evidence point to Brazilian sugarcane acreage having a

low response to price changes, thus suggesting some hysteresis (Hausman, 2011). The real-

option model developed here, by explicitly considering the periodicity of investment in the

semi-perennial crop, can provide a potential explanation for this observed inertia.

By doing so, it contributes to the understanding of farmers’ decision-making when facing

land-use choices. In particular, agricultural policies targeting semi-perennial crops should

take into account their attractiveness when compared to annual crops or maybe even forests.

For instance, preventing the adoption or expansion of a semi-perennial crop may require
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higher payments to cover farmers’ opportunity costs ( in comparison to payments targeting

an annual crop); on the contrary, should the policy maker aim at expanding such crops,

not-so-high initial subsidies could be enough (again compared to annuals).

In the following, the standard settings from Schatzki (2003) and Ben Abdallah and

Lasserre (2012) are adapted to consider land conversion decisions in agriculture, between

an annual and a semi-perennial crop. At each date, a risk-neutral farmer chooses which

of these crops to plant, under uncertain returns. In order to benefit from the yield of

the chosen crop, he has to incur an initial cost. This initial investment may consist in

seeds purchase, land preparation and planting. Assuming that each period corresponds to

an agricultural season, the production of the annual crop implies that the farmer has to

pay this initial investment at every period. However, when opting for semi-perennials, the

farmer only invests at the beginning of each harvesting cycle and can then benefit from

“free” harvests for a given duration. Following the conventional treatment, annual crops’

harvests are assumed continuous; the multi-yield character of semi-perennials implies that

harvests subsequent to each plantation last for some interval of time, thus underlining the

necessity to model investments in such crops discretely. Section 2 formally presents these

assumptions.

The optimal conversion decisions are derived in Section 3. These are traditionally rep-

resented in the form of two conversion boundaries – one for each current land use – that

divide the returns space into three regions. The area delimited by the two boundaries is the

continuation region. Indeed, if returns from both activities are within this area at a given

date, it is optimal for the agent to continue in the current land use, whatever it is, for at

least one additional period. Above and below these boundaries one of the uses is preferred.

If the preferred use is not the one currently produced, conversion is the optimal decision.
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The boundaries themselves consist of pairs of observed, current returns from both activities,

such that the agent is indifferent between remaining in its current activity or switching to

the alternative one. Although closed-form analytical solutions for the conversion boundaries

cannot be derived, their qualitative properties are described. In particular, the role played

by the length of the semi-perennial crop harvesting cycle is investigated. It turns out that,

all other things equal, the longer this period, the stronger the incentives to convert to the

semi-perennial crop production. However, once this conversion occurs, the closer the end of

the free harvest period, the lower expected returns in the annual crop have to be to trigger

conversion back to annual crop production. Finally, Section 4 concludes.

2 General setting and assumptions

Assume that a farmer owns one unit of land and faces the choice between two alternative

land uses. He can decide to produce either an annual crop a or a semi-perennial crop s.

Following Schatzki (2003) and Ben Abdallah and Lasserre (2012), returns in each alter-

native land use at date t, πi(t), i ∈ {s, a}, are assumed to evolve according to a Geometric

Brownian Motion (GBM) with drift αi and volatility σi:

dπi(t) = αiπi(t)dt+ σiπi(t)dzi, (1)

where dzi = εi
√
dt is the increment of a standard Wiener process, while εi is a standardized

Gaussian white noise. Correlation between the two processes in denoted ρ, i.e. E [dzsdza] =

ρdt.2

Although a continuous-time approach is adopted, each date t can in fact be understood

2Returns from different crops may be correlated for a number of reasons, including the use of common
inputs (fertilizers, labor, land).
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as an agricultural season in which the farmer plants and/or harvests a given crop. However,

crops can generally be harvested only after prior investment (e.g. seeds purchase, land

preparation). Thus, assume that at each date, the farmer incurs an investment cost Ii.

Since s is a multi-yield crop, the corresponding initial investment Is will be paid only at the

beginning of a series of harvests (harvesting cycle). Let τ be the maximum length of the

semi-perennial crop harvesting cycle and τ(t) ∈ [0, τ ] its stand age at any date t, when this

crop is produced; then Is is paid only when τ(t) = 0. Note that dτ/dt = 1 as long as τ < τ .

On the contrary, for the annual, single-yield crop a, Ia has to be paid at each date before

harvest. Thus, the investment sequence is discrete for s but continuous for a.

Following Ben Abdallah and Lasserre (2012), conversion from activity i to j is possible

at any date at no cost. Further simplifying assumptions include no constraints on credit or

liquidation of the land asset and no linkages between the farmer’s human capital and the

land asset, as in Schatzki (2003).

Finally, let V i (πi(t), πj(t)) be the farmer’s expected present-value payoff starting with

land use i and following privately optimal conversion rules.3 Following Dixit and Pindyck

(1994) it is assumed that farmers are risk-neutral and maximize, at each date t, their expected

net present-value returns, by deciding whether to continue production in the current land

use i or to switch to the alternative use j.

3 Optimal conversion rules

Since conversion from one activity to the other is always possible, the value functions asso-

ciated to each possible land use are interdependent. For this reason, closed-form analytical

solutions for the optimal conversion boundaries cannot be obtained. Nonetheless, it is pos-

3Since the decision-making problem has a recursive structure, the present-value payoff functions are time
independent (see Dixit and Pindyck (1994, p. 101)).
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sible to characterize the optimal decision rules from which those boundaries are implicitly

defined. In particular, we will see that the multi-yield characteristic of crop s requires a dis-

cretization of the investment sequence in s, which affects the optimal conversion boundary

when i = s.

In the following, optimal conversion rules for each possible current land use at date t

are derived. We start by investigating the case where the current land-use is the annual

crop, before proceeding to the one where land is under semi-perennial crop production. We

shall see that in this latter case it is necessary to further distinguish the farmer’s problem

depending on whether the crop s is in the middle or at the end of its harvesting cycle.

3.1 Optimal conversion when land is under annual crop

When the current land use is annual crop a, the farmer maximizes returns to land by choosing

the maximum of (ı) the expected one-period returns from producing the annual crop plus

the expected value of land under the annual crop, or (ıı) the expected value of land after

conversion to the semi-perennial crop. This type of binary decision problem can be treated

as an optimal stopping problem with the following associated Bellman equation:

V a (πs(t), πa(t)) = max

{
(πa(t)− Ia) dt+ e−rdtE [V a (πs(t+ dt), πa(t+ dt))]

V s
τ=0 (πs(t), πa(t))− Is

, (2)

where r > 0 is the farmer’s private discount rate and dt is taken infinitesimally small.

Equation (2) implies

V a (πs(t), πa(t)) ≥ (πa(t)− Ia) dt+ e−rdtE [V a (πs(t+ dt), πa(t+ dt))] (3)
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and

V a (πs(t), πa(t)) ≥ V s
τ=0 (πs(t), πa(t)) , (4)

with at least one of the relations holding with a strict equality.

These equations can be interpreted in the following fashion. If (3) holds with equality,

such that the expected returns of keeping land under crop a are higher than the expected

value of land under the semi-perennial crop, the farmer will choose to continue producing

the annual crop a. Conversely, it is optimal to switch to semi-perennial crop production if

instead (4) holds with equality.

Equation (3) implies a relation between the value function V a at two successive points

in time (t and t + dt). Nevertheless, the expected value of land E [V a] in period t + dt can

be expressed in terms of V a (πs(t), πa(t)) and the current observed values of πa(t) and πs(t)

since, as per (1), returns follow a GBM process satisfying the Markov property.

Hence, setting the right-hand side of equations (3) and (4) equal yields an equation whose

solutions are given by couples (πa, πs) such that the farmer is indifferent between remaining

in the current land use (a) or switching to the alternative activity (s). These couples define

an optimal conversion boundary which can be expressed as a function πs = bas(πa) in the

positive orthant {πa, πs}πa,πs≥0. Above this boundary, in situations where πs > bas(πa),

the farmer is better-off by converting to the semi-perennial crop production. Below, when

πs < bas(πa), the optimal decision consists in keeping land under annual crop a.

3.2 Optimal conversion when land is under semi-perennial crop

Remembering that when producing s, the farmer incurs investment cost Is when τ(t) = 0

but not in subsequent dates until τ , we will distinguish cases where τ = τ , i.e. the semi-

perennial crop is at the end of its harvesting cycle, and where τ < τ , i.e. where the farmer
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can still benefit from τ − τ periods of free harvest.

3.2.1 Optimal conversion at the end of the semi-perennial crop harvesting pe-

riod

At date t, if the current land use is i = s and τ(t) = τ the farmer has the choice between

remaining in S or converting land to a. Since τ(t) = τ , if the farmer decides to remain in s,

he will have to replant and thus pay Is. His optimal decision can be expressed as

V S
τ=τ (πs(t), πa(t)) = max

{
(πs(t)− Is) dt+ e−rdtE

[
V S
τ=0 (πs(t+ dt), πa(t+ dt))

]
V a (πs(t), πa(t))

. (5)

As above, (5) implies

V s
τ=τ (πs(t), πa(t)) ≥ (πs(t)− Is) dt+ e−rdtE [V s

τ=0 (πs(t+ dt), πa(t+ dt))] (6)

and

V s
τ=τ (πs(t), πa(t)) ≥ V a (πs(t), πa(t)) , (7)

with at least one of the relations holding with a strict equality.

As before, (6) defines a relation between V s
τ=τ and V s

τ=0. However, unlike in the previous

case, the value function associated with continuing production of s, E [V s
τ=0], cannot be

directly expressed in terms of the value function V s
τ=τ , even if its expectation can be written

as a function of current observed values of πa and πs. This is because the farmer values

differently having land under s if τ = τ and if τ < τ – as when τ = 0, for instance. In

fact, E [V s
τ=0] not only depends on expected values of πa and πs, but also on the length τ .
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Indeed, a greater τ implies that the discounted stream of profits the farmer may expect to

get from converting land to s is higher, since the free-harvest period is longer. Therefore,

everything else remaining equal, the attractiveness of the semi-perennial crop with respect

to the annual increases in τ .

Once the expected continuation value of E [V s
τ=0] is expressed as a function of current

profits πa and πs, the system of (6) and (7) taken with equality defines the conversion

boundary when τ = τ in the same way as in the above section.

3.2.2 Optimal conversion in the middle of the semi-perennial crop harvesting

period

When the current land use is i = s and τ < τ , the farmer can choose between remaining

in s for one additional period (until t + dt) and converting to a. His optimal choice can be

expressed as

V s
τ<τ (πs(t), πa(t)) = max

{
πs(t)dt+ e−rdtE

[
V s
τ+dt (πs(t+ dt), πa(t+ dt))

]
V a (πs(t), πa(t))

, (8)

where, unlike when τ = τ , continuation in s does not require paying Is. As previously, this

implies that

V s
τ<τ (πs(t), πa(t)) ≥ πs(t)dt+ e−rdtE

[
V s
τ+dt (πs(t+ dt), πa(t+ dt))

]
(9)

and

V s
τ<τ (πs(t), πa(t)) ≥ V a (πs(t), πa(t)) , (10)
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with at least one of the relations holding with a strict equality.

Once again, expressing E
[
V s
τ+dt

]
as a function of current profits πa and πs and taking the

two relations with equality, so that their right-hand sides are equalized, yields an equation

whose solutions are couples (πa, πS) such that the farmer is indifferent between remaining

in s and converting to a. However, unlike in previous cases, these couples (πa, πs) will now

differ according to the value of τ . This is because the value of having land under production

of the semi-perennial crop decreases as τ increases. In other words, the opportunity cost

of converting land to a also decreases in τ . Indeed, should it be optimal for the farmer to

remain in s until τ = τ and then replant s – as it would be the case if πs happened to remain

sufficiently higher than πa for a period longer than τ − τ –, a lower τ means that investment

cost Is must be paid at a later date. Since farmers have a positive discount rate, they are

always better-off paying Is at a later date. Of course, given that conversion to a is always

possible at no cost, if future realizations of πa and πs are such that it becomes optimal to

convert land to a for any τ < τ , farmers’ profits are irrespective of the stand age τ of their

production.

Therefore, the optimal conversion boundary from s to a must be defined as a function of τ

– in addition to πA and πs – and is represented in a tridimensional space {πa, πs, τ(t)}πa,πs,τ(t)≥0.

It is thus given by πs = bsa(πa, τ), increasing in τ for any πa. Figure 1 provides an illustration.

4 Conclusion

This paper investigates the implications of the multi-yield character of semi-perennial crops

when determining optimal land conversion rules between these and annual crops. Once semi-

perennials are being produced, the decision to convert to annual crops depends not only on

the expected returns from both activities, but also on the stand age of the semi-perennial
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Figure 1: Conversion boundaries as function of main parameters

crop, i.e. on the number of free harvests the farmer may expect to have. This entails an

opportunity cost of abandonment that provides farmers with incentives to remain under

semi-perennials up to the end of the harvesting cycle.

Of course, different farmers take conversion decisions at different times. Therefore, at

the aggregate level, the individual incentives to remain under semi-perennials may result in

hysteresis at the national level, at all dates. As suggested above, these results may account

for the observed low acreage price elasticity of semi-perennial crops as sugarcane (Hausman,

2011).

By explicitly modeling the attractiveness of semi-perennial crops we hope to contribute to

a better understanding of farmers’ decision-making and to shed light on how this particularity

might affect the design of agricultural policies.
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